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Overview 
Marathon Petroleum Company wants to investigate lightning mitigation 
techniques for above ground floating roof storage tanks. With oil or petroleum in 
these tanks, flammable vapors leak from the gap around the edge of the roof, and 
a lightning strike can ignite these vapors if the energy is not dissipated quickly. 
Bypass conductors and tank roof shunts are used to bond the floating roof to the 
shell of the tank, but the dissipation effectiveness of these tools is unproven.  
  
Objectives 

● Build a scale model of Marathon’s floating roof tanks complete with bypass conductors and tank 
roof shunts. 

● Attain a high voltage, low current source to model lightning in the experiment. 
● Induce voltage from the source to the tank and take voltage and electric field measurements 
● Experiment with size, number, and geometry of bypass conductors and their dissipation effects 

  
Approach 

● Research the geometry of floating roof tanks, the electrical characteristics of a lightning strike, 
and existing industry standards on lightning protection 

● Marathon site visit to tank farm in East Sparta, OH to see tanks and clarify project goals 
● Brainstorm and investigate possible tank model materials and  high voltage sources 
● Purchase final materials for tank model and experimental setup 
● Calculate resistance model of the tank roof-shell system to find theoretical results 
● Build tank model with purchased materials 
● Experiment with induced voltage on roof of tank, and test for dissipation characteristics of tank 

roof shunts and bypass conductors 
● Measure electric field and voltage on the tank roof-shell system from high voltage source 

  
Outcomes 

● This report provides the initial steps of 
investigating the effectiveness of bypass 
conductors as lightning mitigation tools. 

● The full results of this investigative study 
will enhance the safety of Marathon’s 
tank farms and minimize the risk of tank 
fires. 

● This study may also be presented to the 
American Petroleum Institute and change 
industry standards 


